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Abstract—Recommender systems aim at automatically providing objects related to user’s interests. The angular stone of such systems is a way to identify documents to be recommended. Indeed, the quality of these systems depends on the accuracy of its recommendation selection method. Thus, the selection method should be carefully chosen in order to improve end-user satisfaction. In this paper, we first compare two sets of approaches from the literature to underline that their results are significantly different. We also provide the conclusion of a survey done by thirty four students showing that diversity is considered as important in recommendation lists. Finally, we show that combining existing recommendation selection methods is a good mean to obtain diversity in recommendation lists.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Information Retrieval (IR) usually sorts the retrieved documents according to their similarity with the user’s query. Doing so, they assume that document relevance can be calculated independently from other documents [10]. As opposed to this assumption, various studies consider that a user may prefer to get documents that treat of various aspects of her information need rather than possibly redundant aspects within documents [6][34]. In a recent user study, in which thirty four M. Sc. students in management studies were questioned, we found that more than 80% of the students prefer a system that provides document diversity. They indicate that they want document diversity in order to get a more complete map of the information.

Document diversity has many applications. It is considered to be one solution to query term ambiguity. Indeed, queries as expressed by users are not enough to disambiguate terms. To answer such queries, IR can provide the user with a range of documents that corresponds to the various term senses [10]. In that case, redundancy can be penalized by lowering the rank of a document that is too similar to a document already ranked.

Diversity can also be useful in the context of social network analysis [36] and recommender systems [21].

Recommender Systems (RS) aim at providing the user with items related to the current browsed item. Relationships between items can correspond to large range of users’ interests and should be linked to their interest in document diversity. Indeed, relevance can be evaluated regarding various criteria. Mothe and Sahut [27] consider the following criteria for information relevance:

- Related to the topic;
- Novelty;
- Understandability;
- Type of media and length;
- Completeness and scope.

In an RS, document similarities are used to associate a score with documents to be recommended. Similarity measures are either based on document content or structure, or on document usage considering popularity or collaborative search.

Similarities from the literature include:

- Similarities based on document content: to be similar two documents should share indexing terms. Example of such measures are the cosine measure [29], or semantic measures [11][32];
- Similarities based on document popularity such as the BlogRank [20];
- Collaborative similarity measures: The document score depends on the scores that previous users assigned to it [1];
- Browsing and classification similarities: document similarity is based either on browsing path [12] or considering the categories users made [5];
- Social similarities based on relationships between contents and users [3][26].

The hypothesis of our work is that diversity in similarity measures is a mean to obtain document diversity for RS. Indeed, not only facets of a topic are diverse but also users are, as well as users’ expectations. Even if a unique recommendation method is efficient in the majority of the cases, it is useful to consider the other users’ points of views. In that case, diversity on content but also other sorts of diversity should be considered in recommendations. This paper aims at showing the importance of diversity and to present a method and results we obtained when combining various methods in an RS in the context of blogs.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the related works. In Section 3, we analyze the overlapping rate of the results retrieved by the best systems that participate to various IR tasks. Section 4 presents a user study on a blog
platform composed of more than 20 million articles. Section 5 concludes this paper.

II. RELATED WORKS

Users are different and therefore their interests are different. To deal with this variety of interests, IR systems try to diversify the retrieved documents. Doing this, they attempt to maximize the chances of retrieving at least one relevant document for the user [30]. However, it is difficult to define what diversity is: several terms are used in the literature to describe this concept.

The literature distinguishes topicality and topical diversity. Topicality refers to which extent the document may be related to a particular topic [33]. Topical diversity groups the extrinsic diversity and the intrinsic diversity. The former helps to dispel the uncertainty resulting from the ambiguity of the user’s need or from the lack of knowledge about her needs [28]. The intrinsic diversity, or novelty, intends to avoid redundancy in the retrieved documents [10]. It allows to present to the user various points of view, an overview of the topic that can only be achieved by considering simultaneously several documents, or even to check the information reliability [28].

To introduce topical diversity, two strategies are generally considered either as a clustering problem, or as a selection method close to the Maximal Marginal Relevance (MMR) proposed in [6].

Among the clustering approaches, He et al. [15] use Single Pass Clustering (SPC). Better results are obtained in [4] with the k-means algorithm [23]. Assignment to different clusters is generally done by using Euclidean distance and Cosine measure, eventually weighted by the terms frequency. Meij et al. [25] apply a hierarchical clustering algorithm on the top fifty documents retrieved by a language modeling approach. The selection of the documents used to build the result list is based on metrics of quality and stability of clusters. The best result from each cluster is selected.

The clustering step usually takes place after a set of documents has been retrieved to reorder them according to the sub-topics identified by the clusters.

Another way to topically diversify the results is to select documents considering those that already occur in the result. To reduce redundancy in the retrieved document list, MMR [6] or sliding window approaches [19] aim at selecting the documents maximizing the similarity with the query and, at the same time, minimizing the similarity with all the documents already selected. The similarity between the document and the previous selection can differ from the similarity with the query [6].

Several approaches select the documents using indicators or filters to increase the diversity in the results. Kaptein et al. [19] employ two types of document filters: a filter, which considers the number of new terms brought by the document to the current results and a link filter, which uses the value-added of new input or output links to select new documents. Furthermore, Ziegler et al. [37] propose an intra-list similarity metric to estimate the diversity of the recommended list. This metric uses a taxonomy-based classification.

Finally, some user’s needs cannot be simply satisfied by topic-related documents. Serendipity, which aims at bringing to the user attractive and surprising documents she might not have otherwise discovered [16], is an alternative to topical diversity. Alternatively, Lathia et al. [21] investigate the case of temporal diversity and Cabanac et al. [5] consider organizational similarity.

To be able to evaluate and compare topical diversity oriented approaches, TREC Web 2009 campaign defines a dedicated diversity task. This task is based on the ClueWeb09 dataset, which consists in about 25TB of documents in multiple languages. The set B of the corpus, which we use for our experiments, only focuses on the English-language documents, roughly 50 million documents. The diversity task uses the same 50 queries than the adhoc tasks (http://trec.nist.gov).

Clarke et al. [9] present the panel of metrics used to estimate and compare the performances of the topical diversity approaches. In our experiments, we only consider the Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain ($\alpha$-nDCG) [18] and the Intent Aware Average Precision (MAP-IA) [2].

All these approaches and the available evaluation framework are mainly focused on content and on topical diversity. It seems difficult to develop an offline experimental framework, such the TREC Web diversity task, to evaluate other types of diversity, like serendipity. This task is even more difficult in the case of RS. In this context, a users study becomes necessary [14].

III. EXPERIMENTS

We believe that there is no one single approach that would satisfy all users’ needs, but a set of complementary approaches. Considering this, we hypothesize that it is interesting to combine them. To demonstrate this, a first step is to verify that two distinct approaches retrieve different documents in various IR contexts (adhoc, diversity), even if they aim at the same goal.

For this, we consider several systems, which have been evaluated within the same framework to ensure they are comparable. Another selection criterion is the availability of the evaluation runs. Therefore, we focus on the adhoc and diversity tasks of the TREC Web 2009 campaign (considering only the set B of the corpus). Moreover, we choose the best systems for each task rather than taking into account all the submitted ones.

The runs comparison is done by computing, for each pair of runs, the overlap, that is to say the number of common documents between the two compared runs. The overlap is computed for the N first documents.

In this section, we first compare the four systems, which have the higher MAP at the adhoc task and then the four systems with the higher $\alpha$-nDCG@10 at the diversity task.

A. Adhoc task experiment

1) Adhoc Task and compared runs
“The goal of the task is to return a ranking of the documents in the collection in order of decreasing probability of relevance. The probability of relevance of a document is considered independently of other documents that appear before it in the result list” [8].

The performances of the different systems proposed are compared using the Mean Average Precision (MAP) metric. For this experiment, we consider the best run submitted by the four best competitors at the TREC Web 2009 adhoc task. Their scores are presented in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group Id</th>
<th>Run Id</th>
<th>MAP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UDel</td>
<td>udelIndDRSP</td>
<td>0.2202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UMD</td>
<td>UMHOOsd</td>
<td>0.2142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uogTr</td>
<td>uogTrdpCEwP</td>
<td>0.2072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EceUdel</td>
<td>UDWAxEWL</td>
<td>0.1999</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The approaches evaluated (Run Id) for these runs are the following ones:

- **udelIndDRSP**: this run combines the query-likelihood language model with the MRF model of term dependencies and the pseudo relevance feedback with relevance models. It also used a document prior called Trust Domain [7];
- **UDWAxEWEB**: incorporates the semantic term matching method in the axiomatic retrieval framework [35];
- **UMHOOSd**: uses a model based on the Markov Random Fields (MRF) in a distributed retrieval system [22];
- **uogTrdpCEwP**: uses the DPH weighting model derived from the Divergence From Randomness (DFR) model [24].

2) Results

Figure 1 presents the average overlap and precision for the runs selected in the experiments, considering the fifty queries of the task. We note that when considering only first retrieved documents the overlap is low, in spite of the fact that they are most relevant. For example, if we consider the ten first documents for which the precision reaches its highest value (0.386), the overlap is only 22.4%.

These results demonstrate that for a given query, two distinct systems are unlikely to return the same documents. In the next experiment, we check if we get similar observations when we focus on approaches designed to diversify the results.

B. Diversity task experiment

1) Diversity Task and compared runs

In this experiment, similarly to the previous experiment, we center on several systems submitted at the TREC Web Diversity Task. All these systems aim at providing users with diversified result lists.

“The goal of the diversity task is to return a ranked list of pages that together provide complete coverage for a query, while avoiding excessive redundancy in the result list. For this task, the probability of relevance of a document is conditioned on the documents that appear before it in the result list” [8]. The queries are similar for the adhoc and the diversity tasks. Table II presents the scores obtained by the different systems at their best run.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group Id</th>
<th>Run Id</th>
<th>α-nDCG@10</th>
<th>MAP-IA@10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Waterloo</td>
<td>Uwgym</td>
<td>0.369</td>
<td>0.144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uogTr</td>
<td>uogTrSyCcsB</td>
<td>0.282</td>
<td>0.132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICTNET</td>
<td>ICTNETDivR3</td>
<td>0.272</td>
<td>0.095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amsterdam</td>
<td>UamsDancTFb1</td>
<td>0.257</td>
<td>0.082</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the diversity task, we retained the following runs:

- **uwegym**: this run acts as a baseline run for the track. It was generated by submitting the queries to one of the major commercial search engines. The results were filtered to keep only the documents included in the set B of the ClueWeb Collection [8];
- **uogTrSyCcsB**: relies upon the DPH DFR model and expands the queries using the Wikipedia documents retrieved [24];
- **ICTNETDivR3**: applies the k-means algorithm to a set of documents using Euclidean distance or Cosine measure to define the nearest cluster [4];
- **UamsDancTFb1**: uses a sliding window approach, which intends to maximize the similarity with the query and, at the same time, to minimize the similarity with the previous document selection. The selection process is completed by a link filter and a term filter [19].

2) Results

As shown in Figure 2, we get similar behavior than in the previous experiment: the overlap is also very low when we consider the first documents. These observations confirm our hypothesis that distinct approaches produce distinct results, even if they attempt to reach the same goal.

C. Conclusion

Whatever the purpose of the different approaches, whether they intend to introduce diversity in the result set, or they are designed to exactly match the needs expressed, the overlap in returned documents is low. Few documents are retrieved in multiple lists. We note that these observations
are especially true when we consider only the first documents, which should theoretically be the most relevant.

![Figure 2. Average overlap for TREC Web 2009 diversity task](image)

This leads us to believe that there is no better approach than others. Moreover, it is an indicator that they are complementary. Therefore the choice of the approaches is crucial. Several questions arise:

- How to choose these approaches?
- And how to eventually combine them to maximize the chances of satisfying the user?

IV. USERS STUDY: THE CASE OF OVERBLOG

A. Diversify the recommendations

We conducted an experiment with real users to check some hypotheses about the interest of producing diversified recommendations to users in RS. Among the hypotheses are:

- most of the time, users in an IR process search for focus information (topicality);
- sometimes, users want to enlarge the subject they are interested in (topical diversity);
- some users are in a process of discovery and search for new information (serendipity);
- the interesting links between documents do not only concern their content similarity;
- integrating diversity in an RS process is valuable because it allows to answer additional users' needs.

To check these hypotheses, we recruited thirty four students and asked them to test and compare various RS. The users were first asked to type a query on our search engine (first time imposed, to ensure overlap about the documents they all considered, and then a query of their choice). They had then to choose one document and were then shown two lists of recommended documents:

- one list was based on one of the five systems we designed: `mlt` and `searchsim` use topicality, `kmeans` uses topical diversity, and `topcateg` or `blogart` use serendipity (see system description Section B);
- the other list was our RS, designed by merging the results of those five previous systems (choosing the first document in the result list of each system).

Each list contains five documents, and the users do not know which system it corresponds to. They are then asked to choose which list they find the most relevant, and which one they find the most diversified.

Finally, the two lists were mixed into one, and the users has to assess which documents were relevant according to them.

B. Data and systems

We focused on the French documents of the OverBlog platform. The data used represent more than 20 million articles distributed on 1.2 million blogs.

The five systems used to get recommendation lists are:

- `blogart`: returns documents randomly selected in the same blog of the visited document (serendipity);
- `kmeans`: classifies the retrieved documents with the k-means algorithm [23] and build the final result list selecting one document per cluster (topical diversity);
- `mlt`: uses Apache Solr's MoreLikeThis module (http://lucene.apache.org/solr) to retrieve similar documents considering all the content of the visited document (topicality);
- `searchsim`: performs a search using a vector-space search engine. The query used is the title of the visited document (topicality);
- `topcateg`: retrieves the most popular documents randomly selected in the same category (from the OverBlog’s hierarchy) of the visited document (serendipity).

The use of these systems aims at simulating the various types of diversity (topicality, topical diversity, serendipity) and intents to limit the overlap between the documents they retrieve. To ensure that the systems used in the user study retrieve distinct results, we compute the overlap between each pair, similarly to the previous experiments. We observe the same trends as in the experiments led on the **adhoc** and **diversity** tasks: the overlap is low between the approaches based on content similarities (`mlt`, `searchsim` and `kmeans`) and is null in the case of serendipity (`blogart`, `topcateg`).

C. Results

Table III shows the feedback returned by the user panel concerning the interest of the proposed lists, and their impression on their diversity. For example (4th row), 76.5% of the lists provided by `mlt` have been considered as more relevant than those of `fused`. We can see that the systems perceived as the most relevant are those that focus on topicality. Then the `fused` system is seen as more relevant than its opponent roughly once upon two times on average. We get the same result for `blogart`. That is more surprising, but confirms that users are sometimes interested in links that does not only concern the content of documents. The results obtained for the question “Which one of the following result lists seems the most diversified to you?” is even more surprising, since there are not high differences between the systems. We think this can be explained by the fact that users have difficulties in defining the notion of diversity. We
should have probably helped them by clarifying our question.

Table III. Percentage of users who consider the system to be more relevant/diversified than the fused system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Relevance</th>
<th>Diversity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>blogart</td>
<td>0.447</td>
<td>0.553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kmeans</td>
<td>0.708</td>
<td>0.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mlt</td>
<td>0.765</td>
<td>0.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>searchsim</td>
<td>0.643</td>
<td>0.429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>topcateg</td>
<td>0.154</td>
<td>0.654</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table IV describes for each RS what is the system precision, that is to say the number of documents that have been considered as relevant among the documents retrieved. We check again that the approaches that use content similarities are seen as more relevant. kmeans, that proposes topical diversity, has the best results. On the contrary, topcateg and blogart that search for serendipity, have lower results. As expected, the fused system offers a compromise between these different systems.

Table V. Distribution of the relevant documents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System: fused against</th>
<th>blogart</th>
<th>kmeans</th>
<th>mlt</th>
<th>searchsim</th>
<th>topcateg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Only retrieved by the system</td>
<td>35.00%</td>
<td>52.46%</td>
<td>54.69%</td>
<td>52.43%</td>
<td>8.77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only retrieved by fused system</td>
<td>65.00%</td>
<td>21.31%</td>
<td>32.81%</td>
<td>38.83%</td>
<td>91.23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commons</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>26.23%</td>
<td>12.50%</td>
<td>8.74%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. Conclusion

The fused system we propose offers a new framework to combine various RS. The one implemented and tested here does not outperform the others, but that was not our goal. Rather, our idea is to promote diversity, and we have seen with the user experiments that this is a relevant track. Indeed, by diversifying our recommendations, we are able to answer different and additional users' needs, when the other systems focus on the majority needs: most often the content similarity. The systems we tested here for serendipity were quite simple. Nevertheless, the results they returned were considered as relevant by some users, and we think this is an encouraging sign for developing RS since users are interested in various forms of diversity in result lists.

V. Conclusions

We are all different, and any system that aims at providing tailored results to their users must take this fact into account. Information retrieval and recommender systems have this ambition, especially since users become used to be given personalized tools, and since they need such systems to overcome the huge amount of data they can access. We have also different expectations depending on the context. Indeed, we may search once for focus information, and the next time search for novelty. This behavior has been confirmed by our user study: the majority of the users' interests has been for topicality (kmeans, mlt, searchsim), but sometimes, interests for originality (blogart, topcateg) emerged. This motivates the design of a system able to handle such heterogeneity of the users' needs.

Our first contribution in this area has been to study the overlap between the documents retrieved by several IR systems of the literature using state-of-the-art datasets. Although those systems are all content similarity-based, we have noted that they are based on different underlying assumptions, and that their overlap was low. This low overlap between the documents retrieved by these systems indicates that there is not a perfect system able to satisfy the diversity of the users’ needs, but a set of complementary systems.

The strength of our approach is that it is designed to combine different RS. We could easily add to the framework any other RS that would cover new interests. It seems that some work could especially be done on the approaches that offer serendipity: blogart seems to be an interesting one; topcateg is to be improved. Other RS fusion approaches have been proposed in the literature. In particular, Shafer et al. [31] and Jahrer et al. [17] present a “meta RS”. However, when they choose to focus on results shared by the different RS used by the meta system, we instead propose to select the best recommendations of each system to ensure diversity. We assume that it is important to give a chance to all possible “points of view” proposed by every retrieved document.

We will direct our future work towards designing an RS architecture promoting the diversity of recommendations. When existing approaches focus on designing methods to force diversity in their results (using clustering or MMR), we choose to consider multiple systems to build the recommendation list and ensure diversity. Moreover, it is important to see that every retrieved document may give rise to a wide range of interests for readers. So, next step for this work is to study the learning mechanism to find the proportion of documents coming from each RS to be fused. That is to say we would learn the main interests that are important for end-users (readers). To do this, our idea is to use an automatic learning process based on the users’ feedbacks. We could for example simply initialize the system with equal distribution for each RS, and then increase the proportion of recommendations for the ones that are more often clicked by the users, and decrease the proportion
for RS less often considered. Our meta RS would thus be well focused on the users' needs. Considering the results of the experiments presented in this paper, we could expect a 80% proportion for topicality systems, and 20% for more original systems.

Finally, we will see if these assumptions stand on a real scale experiment using the online blog platform OverBlog. Then, we will conduct statistical analysis to study what could be the influence of the document type on those proportions.
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